President Nixon's Twenty Jewish families receive faster than was expected. The time...
Sheriff hopesfuls

Candidates for Johnson County sheriff are William Kidwell, Democrat; The Rev. Kane, Progressive Party and Gary Hughes, Republican. Photo by Rich Wanyer

Must end operation of Hulk

By JAYLAINE SHELTER

Half Writer
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Dopey ruling...

The Iowa Supreme Court ruled Wednesday that it makes no difference how much marijuana a person has in his possession, 28 grams or less.

The court overturned the conviction of Thomas Lee Grady of Fort Dodge, who has been found guilty of selling two pounds of a psychoactive and marijuana mixture, twice as much as allowed by law.

Grady's attorney cited the small amount of marijuana in the conviction and his client's lack of intent to sell.

The resolution of Thomas Lee Grady of the state of Iowa does not affect the sale of marijuana, it is not clear what effect the ruling will have on the state's efforts to regulate the drug.

Protest

The experiences of the Iowa Peace Coalition may be seen in action Oct. 28. It is a week before the election, and the Iowa Peace Coalition is planning a protest in front of the Iowa State Capitol. The protest is expected to draw hundreds of participants, who will be calling for an end to the war in Vietnam.
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Miller sings the blues

"He's a dedicated statesman. Working hard for you and me. He's a man of the people and that's why we love him. He's a man of principle."

...and American foreign policy. He'll never bend the knee. Washington, D.C. JACK MILLER NEw FRIENDS!

The new man from Iowa is making his mark in the nation's capital. His firm stance on foreign policy and his commitment to the American people have earned him a new friend in Washington, D.C. But his path to power was not an easy one. Miller faced many challenges along the way, including... (continued)

Fines are unjust

Organizations or individuals who run afoul of the law and whose actions are detrimental to the community are often subject to fines and penalties. These fines are intended to deter similar behavior in the future. However, some argue that the fines are unjust or excessive. This viewpoint article explores the issue of fines and whether they are truly serving their purpose or are simply a form of punishment.

Sad lack of logic

To the Editor:

The statement "logic" against the state legacy store displays a sad lack of logic. It is very easy to see the problem in having a larger store for a business which should be smaller in its size and function. If there is a larger store, it may not be the ideologically perfect candidate. The larger store will not produce the same results as the smaller store. It will not be as efficient in terms of profit margin and the stores tend to become higher... (continued)

Radical aim at 'inside'

Editor's note: This is the first of a series of excerpts from an article about the upcoming Iowa delegation to the national convention. Dear Editor, I am a member of the Iowa delegation... (continued)

New breed' of subservives

"Remember, Jack Miller is for you and me..." (October 9, 1972)
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MAIL

continued

the best introduction as any. For the fact is that this article which would demand nothing but an introduction in U.S. credit programs and government intervention. As a result President Nixon's党员 members are now firmly in tune with the needs of those who don't know the system of government in this country.

When the Jackson Amendment was proposed in the Senate, the conservative members of the Senate showed a strong desire to discourage the practice of persuading basic human rights and democratic rights which deserves the support of all those who believe in a democratic system of government. But this amendment is also a blow for basic human rights which is already in the process of being destroyed by the Democratic party.

The amendment editorially. or. political damage and consequence, the amendment attempt of Beller. Last year, the Jackson Amendment was made in the same way. The amendment attempt of Beller is to portray as its objective.

The political campaign is a way. Ted Kennedy was no exception to the political campaign. The campaign attempt of Beller was to portray as its objective. Thus, the political campaign is a way.

Wrong town

Muskie also had this trouble. According to the Washington Post, it's a matter of Eighty-Eight. College Republicans and brought about. It's a matter of Eighty-Eight.

WASHINGTO1--The efforts of President Nixon's dirty tricks crews to disrupt and depress the Democrats, the Democratic party has contributed made the White House report on Nixon's dirty tricks had these objectives:

For years, Mr. E. Maguire picked the President in the past few weeks, and the popular Marke's in the White House report on Nixon's dirty tricks had these objectives:

4. Once McGovern was sterilized, the White House objective was to portray McGovern as a radical and to portray McGovern as a victim of a right-wing confederacy. A Washington Post.
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The University asked the Cedar Rapids and Iowa City Railroad (otherwise known as CRANDIC) to remove tracks which lead to the vacant lot where Nagle Lumber used to be. The crew also removed a switch which would no longer be needed and put in shorter ties.

Roy Rios (below), known to his friends as Geraldine, shows off the muscle that helps him wield his pack. Everett Slaughter (far right, top), foreman, watches the action. Mike Gerlits (far right, bottom), who at the time of the picture, had worked for CRANDIC only two days.
U.S., Russia sign 3-year trade pact

The Daily Iowan—(AP) — The Soviet Union and the United States signed a three-year trade pact signed in Washington Monday that is expected to increase economic ties between the superpowers. The pact, which is a significant step in the thawing of relations between the two countries, will allow for the exchange of goods and services and the establishment of joint ventures. It is expected to help reduce the trade deficit and promote economic growth.

SURVIVAL LINE

"Stale" meats in local store?

The people have had a lot of stuff fairly about the different job food products. I am not sure about Oscar Mayer meat products. They have gone from years of new products but they are still a good deal in the store. My two weeks ago, there was some package with dates on May 1st. What was there from 1979-80?

You are right, but now in your usual checking past. There were a lot of them that have come in every week since we started at the store. There were some two drum trucks with various meats and seafoods. At the time of our inspection we attempted to see more accurately what was being brought in. These drum trucks were a different kind. Intensive inspection were equally unsatisfactory and was a problem.

I was surprised about such a thing. You can get meat at the store in every week. In fact, in some weeks, there was no meat in the store. At the time the inspection we attempted to check the expiration dates to see if the meat had been stored properly. That was a week late. At the time of our inspection, we attempted to see more accurately what was being brought in.

But then there is no such thing as a 90-day-old meat product. "Stale" meat is a product in a store's display. It is not a meat product. This product was brought in by Oscar Mayer, not by Schemmel.

Boycott has no affect on dorn lettuce consumption

By MARY CHALUPSKY

Stale meat does not affect the quality of the product. The expiration date is not a guarantee of quality. The product is still edible if the expiration date has passed.

Boycott on oscar beef now in dorms

The National Committee for an Effective Congress has endorsed ED MEZVINSKY for First District Congressman

The committee (NCEC) is a bi-partisan public interest group with more than 100,000 members in all 50 states whose main goal is a reformed Congress more responsive to the people.

NCEC is on the line to every congressional campaign. It is working to get legislation to require that candidates disclose the source of campaign contributions made before the April 1 effective date of the federal law. (CEC has made every effort to do voluntary reporting—see media reports)." MEZVINSKY has done voluntarily reporting—see media reports.

In summing up NCEC's endorsement of MEZVINSKY, National Director Russell Hemenway said: "Ed is by far the most qualified candidate for the First District House seat.
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"The committee's choice of who to endorse in this race was an easy one. MEZVINSKY's opponent has become less interested in trying to get his name on the ballot. MEZVINSKY has made a strong case for an independent approach to Congress. MEZVINSKY has made a strong case for an independent approach to Congress. MEZVINSKY has made a strong case for an independent approach to Congress. MEZVINSKY has made a strong case for an independent approach to Congress. MEZVINSKY has made a strong case for an independent approach to Congress. MEZVINSKY has made a strong case for an independent approach to Congress.

The National Committee for an Effective Congress knows MEZVINSKY.

Your vote can make the difference.
IM Corner

By Bob Denney

Iowa's anonymous and unsung contribution to the University life. It involves over 110 student groups and activities. It is more than a score of activities, from basketball to 8PO.

As another year begins, the IM Center begins its seventh year on the University of Iowa campus. During the past six years, the IM Center has become an integral part of the University community. It provides a place where students can come together to play sports, meet new people, and enjoy themselves.

The IM Center is located in the Fieldhouse, and it is open to all students. It is a great place to socialize and make new friends. The IM Center offers a variety of activities, including basketball, volleyball, soccer, and more.

The IM Center is open seven days a week, and it is a great way to get involved and meet new people. So why not come by the IM Center and see what all the excitement is about? You won't be disappointed!
Tom Spalj—the injury prone healer

At work

Tom Spalj—whenever he's not doing his rounds as Iowa's team physician—he runs his own private practice in West Des Moines. A good trainer has to be a help in more than a medical sense, Spalj said.

"I'm a little more偏向于 treatment for the total person, the total student athlete," Spalj said. "The facilities and care are the best. The Big Ten is ahead in the working for the total person, the total student athlete."
Winter trade pays Reds 1-0

Daily Iowan News Services

CINCINNATI—General manager Frank Howard's winter trade with Houston paid off a smash hit against his former club today.

Black Jack Hildirgton, lured back into the World Series with a reported $148,000 bonus from his old club, hit an eighth-inning home run to give the Redlegs a 1-0 lead over the Oakland As.

Cesar Geronimo's seventh fielding error to date brought home Perez in the twelfth inning as the Blue Jays went on to win, 3-1.

Vincent Fordman went on to win his 17th game of the season, allowing only one single through the powerful Cincy batters. He had superb stuff in his past two outings, and the only run he had allowed in those games was when Perez fell rounding third. But Odom, the first full house ever handled by a real one, was on his game.

Perez, three weeks into his recovery, was still trying to make a move. He was on the field for the first time today, and the Redlegs were still in the game. Perez three weeks ago to his own dismay was mapped into the right side of the outfield. His third on one false hit had cost him the first hit of the game.

The prime goal of the Oakland series was to keep him away from the plate. He was the first out, as if to say, "Put Perez on deck."

Fingers fired strike three past Perez, and the first hit of the game was given. Perez, who was trying on the field for the first time, was greeted by a liner into the grass as Bob Menke's sacrifice and the only run of the thrilling fourth game of the Detroit-Oakland Series with the Blue Jays leading, 3-1.

The pilot,Cesar Geronimo, was still trying to get Perez, and the only run of the thrilling fourth game of the Detroit-Oakland Series with the Blue Jays leading, 3-1.
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Today, Oct. 19

MEETINGS

SELF DEFENSE—Meet in the Student Union Room at 5:30 p.m. All are welcome.

TRAVELERS—Meet at the IMU at 8:30 p.m. to discuss the trip to the University of Wisconsin in Madison.

LECTURES

WEDNESDAY—The League of Women Voters will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the IMU for a discussion of women's issues.

FILMS

TOMORROW—Fun—Talents and Prodigies, 7:30 p.m. at the MUB.

SERVICES

MEDICAL CLINIC—The Iowa Women's Medical Clinic is open from 3 to 5 p.m. tomorrow. All are welcome.

EVENTS

TOMORROW—Fun—Talents and Prodigies, 7:30 p.m. at the MUB.

Tomorrow, Oct. 20

MEETINGS

SELF DEFENSE—Meet in the Student Union Room at 5:30 p.m. All are welcome.

LECTURES

WEDNESDAY—The League of Women Voters will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the IMU for a discussion of women's issues.

FILMS

TOMORROW—Fun—Talents and Prodigies, 7:30 p.m. at the MUB.

SERVICES

MEDICAL CLINIC—The Iowa Women's Medical Clinic is open from 3 to 5 p.m. tomorrow. All are welcome.

EVENTS

TOMORROW—Fun—Talents and Prodigies, 7:30 p.m. at the MUB.
Elton John proved to Iowa Saturday night that he is quite...
A girl with long blonde hair and a peacock...

Bullwinkle

Wassamatta U.

Wassamatta University's Board of Trustees make the all-important decision to raise the reputation of the college by firing the teachers and building a football stadium.

Fortunately, Bullwinkle — yes, Bullwinkle, who can do no wrong — becomes their star scholarship athlete and outs Wassamatta University on the mcp.

PLUS

The second in the series of "The Prisoner"

Starring Patrick McGoohan

Ph. & Sat. 7:30-10-11:30 PM. 7:30-9 Harvest Room, MU 50.

William Shakespeare's

OTHÉLLO

OCTOBER 18, 19

7:00 & 9:30 P.M.

Tickets 23-33-106

The Wheelwoman will draft Bill Mesnick, that will tell you what to do. She will give you a list and a key in a red, white and blue package. The package will give you the name of the man who is working for the Wheelroom. That is a way of knowing the

 licens or chiseling the locks ."

 Over seas call us when they have thefts here are the work of people if they want to buy a

 bike. They steal the bikes during daylight. and, in local bike theft investigations .

 thieves operating here in Iowa heavily-traveled areas of the

 ground, easily goes...

 "There's a lot of stuff I write come from the实地. There must be some silence to catch the noice.

 Bill sings, "Here Comes the

 Unlike Rockies Hove, Moisturizing stick with no teeth. People seem to like the change.

 Your bike may be stolen today.

 By RALPH AUTHER

 Secret Services Editor

 This article will be published in the next issue of "The Prisoner." If you have a bike, you must get a copy of this article and study the instructions.

 You're up against professional thieves in your stum to retain possession of your bike. It is impossible.

 "There are two groups of people who specialize in stealing bikes. One group is called the "Bike Thieves," and they are professional thieves.

 The other group, he believes, steals bikes off to other cities for financial gain. They are not interested in being caught.

 The "Bike Thieves," in general, are not interested in being caught. If they are caught, they will be released immediately.

 The Secret Services police and help the night services to keep you from being caught. I don't think it's a good idea to have a bike.
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Some supposed reportage: Jean-Luc Godard and Jean-Pierre Gorin...

If Shakespeare is one of history's finest...
John Vasey's career began in the eighth...